Transportation Feasibility Study & Analysis
TRANSIT & TRAFFIC ISSSUES
BACKGROUND
•

WSP, Knight E/A and TranSmart/EJM have completed a comprehensive Transportation Feasibility Study &
Analysis (the Transit Study) to evaluate the need and measure the demand for the multi-modal Transit Hub
uniquely possible at the ONE Central site due to its proximity to, and integration with, existing rail connections
and other infrastructure.

•

The Transit Study is based on the industry-standard operational modeling and metrics applicable to all transit
feasibility analyses in the U.S. – i.e., the federal “STOPS” model – which has been used by Metra, CTA and other
transit agencies around the country since 2013 and is updated annually. The version of the STOPS model used
has been regionally adopted and calibrated for the Transit Study.

•

There have been numerous regional planning studies and documents going back as far as 1958 that frame the
need for major transit improvements in this area to serve the core of the “Cultural Mile” and provide better
access to and from the indisputably under-served neighborhoods on the South Side. For example:
» The City’s 2003 Central Area Plan, which anchored a bold vision for Chicago as a global city of the future,
projected 20-year growth targets for the Central Area and proposed specific transportation infrastructure
improvements to support this re-urbanization trend. While these growth targets have largely been exceeded,
the corresponding transportation improvements identified in 2003 have not been made.
» Major mode shift / growth in transit ridership is the goal of CMAP’s ONTO 2050 plan, which calls for
doubling annual boardings from 600 million to over 1.2 billion in less than 30 years. However, there is no
current strategy or funding source identified to achieve this goal.
» Recent public policy statements call for more equitable transportation investment and economic development
(or e-TOD), meaning infrastructure investment and related development that enables all people to experience
the benefits of dense, mixed-use and pedestrian-friendly development near transit nodes.

•

The Conclusions identified in the Transit Study (outlined below) are largely due to the fact that ONE Central
is the site of the former Illinois Central Station – once Chicago’s busiest passenger rail station, the hub of
transportation in the U.S., and home of the largest train depot in the world at the time – and much of this rail
infrastructure remains in place today.

CONCLUSIONS
The Transit Study definitively demonstrates, by industry-standard measures, the systemwide need and
overwhelming demand for the Transit Hub at ONE Central.
Based on the analysis completed by three leading firms, the ONE Central site is the only feasible location for a
major multi-modal transportation hub that can provide connectivity that benefits the entire metro region and
achieves massive increases in daily ridership, year-over-year, that will make major strides toward reaching
CMAP’s 2050 transit goals.
Importantly, the ONE Central Transit Hub is a privately financed infrastructure improvement structured under
Illinois law so it will not compete for funding with other transportation or public spending priorities in the City
or the State.

“Transportation can be
a critical tool to improve
access to jobs, education,
and opportunity. However,
transportation can also
be used to discriminate,
disconnect and create
barriers to opportunity.”
Speaker Chris Welch, Rep. Kam
Buckner, Sen. Robert Peters, Sen.
Ram Villivalam

TRANSIT / TRAFFIC KEY FACTS & FINDINGS
The Transit Study forecasts growth in ridership resulting from the ONE Central Transit Hub of nearly 100,000 daily on-site boardings, and generating an additional
180,000+ boardings at other stations throughout the system, all while reducing traffic in the neighborhood and improving roadways in the region:
Transit Ridership

Metra

CTA

CHI-Line

CHI-Line Expanded

Future Transit
Improvements

TOTAL

Daily ONE Central Station Boardings

9,820

55,507

14,530

7,984

11,010

98,851

Daily Regional Boardings

21,187

104,505

30,472

15,022

11,987

183,173

Total

31,007

160,012

45,002

23,006

22,997

282,024

#1 Station in Chicago
The Study measures the growth in ridership generated
from the Transit Hub at ONE Central, which becomes
the #1 station measured by daily boardings in the metrowide system (and comparable to some of the most active,
integrated transit hubs in the world) with over 282,000
total new station and regional boardings each day –
significantly more than Union Station (at 54,882 average
daily boardings) – due to increased utilization and better
connectivity across the regional transit system.
One of America’s Only 4-System Transit Hubs,
Supporting the City’s Civic & Cultural Institutions
ONE Central makes this growth possible by creating
Chicago’s – and one of America’s – only truly multimodal hubs, with the opportunity to connect Metra, CTA,
Amtrak & the new CHI-Line Central Area Circulator at a
single location – an area of Chicago where the greatest
number of people intersect with the Loop, the parks,
McCormick Place, the museums, DuSable Lake Shore
Drive and the lakefront. Better transit connectivity at
this location (including direct rail connectivity to/from
O’Hare & Midway International Airports) strengthens the
City’s most important civic & cultural institutions and
drives more visitation, increased lengths of stay, and new
spending; and, at long last, realizes the vision for a Central
area “circulator”. Accessibility to the civic & cultural assets
is vital to their future, and the Transit Hub at ONE Central
offers the solution.

Reduction of 450,000 Vehicle Miles Traveled
(VMTs) Each Day + Improved Level of Services

1.5 : 1.0 Farebox Recovery Ratio + Private Capital
Investment

ONE Central will have a meaningful environmental
impact, significantly reducing vehicle miles traveled per
day on City streets. The combined rail and roadway
improvements at ONE Central achieve overall net
improvements to the operating performance of the major
streets and intersections in the South Loop district –
reducing traffic by 6% in the neighborhood, while
also reducing region-wide daily traffic volumes by a
meaningful 450,000 VMTs per day. The traffic-related
roadway improvements at ONE Central also maintain
or improve the Level of Service (i.e., efficiency) at key
intersections in the South Loop district – even at full buildout of ONE Central – as compared to current performance
and as forecasted against a no-build (no ONE Central
development) scenario.

The operational efficiencies of the Transit Hub at ONE
Central result in a positive farebox recovery ratio (i.e.,
“net new” revenue without public subsidy), which is
uncommon for major transportation improvements and
also produces better utilization of existing transit lines
that have had major excess capacity for years given
declining ridership on certain routes. Private sector
investment in public infrastructure also drives positive
farebox recovery ratios.

35% of New Riders from the South Side, with South
Side Job Growth Projected
The South Side is a major beneficiary of the Metra to
CTA to CHI-Line transit improvements at ONE Central,
with more than 100,000 South Side residents gaining
access to a job in a reasonable 35-minute commute. In
addition, the Transit Hub is a critical link in bringing new
employment opportunities into South Side neighborhoods,
since businesses are far less likely to locate where their
employees don’t have modern and reliable transit access.

“We’re the fifth-largest economy in
the United States, and the crossroads
for national and international
companies who need our roads
and our airports and our rail ...
Even in a pandemic, especially
in a pandemic, our transportation
systems connect the lives of our
residents and our communities.”
Governor JB Pritzker

Public Policy Driving Transit Investment ...
Ogilvie Center

Millennium Station
Union Station

“Now is the time, and we have a real chance to deliver for the American
people. We need to build our economy back, better than ever ...
Infrastructure can be the cornerstone to all of this, and you have my
commitment that I will work closely with you to deliver the innovation
and growth that America needs.”
Millennium
Park

Grant
Park

PETE BUTTIGIEG, SECRETARY US DOT

“Illinois remains a hub of commerce and transit, and not just for
this nation, but for the entire global economy. We’re the fifth-largest
economy in the United States, and the crossroads for national and
international companies who need our roads and our airports and our
rail ... Even in a pandemic, especially in a pandemic, our transportation
systems connect the lives of our residents and our communities.”
GOVERNOR JB PRITZKER

“Where transit goes, the economy grows.”
KIRK DILLARD, RTA
NEW CTA
CONNECTION

“Past recovery initiatives like [the American Recovery and Reinvestment
Act (“ARRA”)] have shown that dollars spent on public transit projects
produced 70% more job hours than ARRA dollars spent on highways.”

ONECentral

TRANSPORTATION FOR AMERICA

Transit Hub

“To support growth in the transportation industry, we will continue to
pursue innovative and effective ways to improve our transportation
workforce and infrastructure needs.”
GOVERNOR JB PRITZKER

Map Key
Metra / NICTD
CTA
Amtrak
CHI-Line

“Transit-oriented development (TOD) is a ‘3C’ model for development—
compact, connected, and coordinated—that has a direct impact on
urban mobility and the economy. TOD reduces travel times, congestion,
and emissions—expanding access to different areas of the city and thus
stimulating economic activity.”
SMART CITIES DIVE

